RE: 2014 CHEKE CULTURAL CEREMONY
Ricardo Mukonda<rmukonda@lac.org.na>
7/22/2014 09:02
To: 'kennedy mubanga'; 'Mbunda Lukwakwa'; chekechambunda.nec@gmail.com Cc: 'Alex Kapisa';
'Africa Mawe'; 'Humphrey Biemba'; 'NWP Cheke Northwest Zambia';
clairek.limbwambwa@gmail.com; chekechambunda@yahoo.com; 'Robert Chinyemba';
'Kalunga Mulyata'; 'Debbie Muti'; drndonyo@yahoo.com; fulayi2000@yahoo.com.br;
'Godwin Malichi'; kingmbandu3@yahoo.com; Kapandapaul55@gmail.com;
kabambedarlingtone@yahoo.com; 'Kav Kunene'; 'Kennedy N. Njamba'; leo.chuma@yahoo.com;
'Micheal Mundanya'; nkworthy.nyumbu@gmail.com; 'Oliveira Oliveira Muti';
vincentchiyongo@yahoo.com; mwemuti@yahoo.com; 'Mahamba Chiputa'
Dear All
In my view, the interim committee/management should manage the affairs of the organisation until
such time as permanent structures are into place. Also information sharing is crucial because it is
the only way we can keep each other abreast and know what is going on.
Nevertheless it seems the Prince Chiyengele may not be happy with the interim leadership of the
organisation. Such concerns are also very important, but I am wondering if this is the right forum to
address such sentiments.
Could we be left out about the issues of leadership of the organisation and such be addressed
accordingly. Personally I am grateful for the information and we will circulate to other Mbundas
who may be interested in the ceremony, however, I would be grateful if I am not copied on the
issues of leadership unless it is felt that I can be of any assistance.
Yours faithfully,
Legal Assistance Centre
Per: Ricardo Mukonda
Legal Practitioner
PO Box 604, Windhoek, Namibia
Tel: 00-264-61-223356
Fax 000-264-61-234953
E-mail: rmukonda@lac.org.na and/or mwenemambilimbili@hotmail.com and or ricardo.mukonda@gmail.com
http://www.lac.org.na

This email communication may be legally privileged and is intended only for the addressee(s). If it has reached you in error, please notify me. If you are not the
intended recipient of the e-mail you may not use, disclose, copy, redirect or print the content. If this e-mail is not related to the business of Legal Assistance
Centre it is sent in my individual capacity.

From: kennedy mubanga [mailto:mwenemunjanja@yahoo.com]
Sent: 21 July 2014 12:31 PM
To: Mbunda Lukwakwa; chekechambunda.nec@gmail.com
Cc: Alex Kapisa; Africa Mawe; Humphrey Biemba; NWP Cheke Northwest Zambia;
clairek.limbwambwa@gmail.com; chekechambunda@yahoo.com; Robert Chinyemba; Kalunga
Mulyata; Debbie Muti; drndonyo@yahoo.com; fulayi2000@yahoo.com.br; Godwin Malichi;

kingmbandu3@yahoo.com; Kapandapaul55@gmail.com; kabambedarlingtone@yahoo.com; Kav
Kunene; Kennedy N. Njamba; leo.chuma@yahoo.com; Micheal Mundanya;
nkworthy.nyumbu@gmail.com; Oliveira Oliveira Muti; Ricardo Mukonda;
vincentchiyongo@yahoo.com; mwemuti@yahoo.com; Mahamba Chiputa
Subject: Re: 2014 CHEKE CULTURAL CEREMONY

The Statement Prince Elijah Chiyengele makes reference to, is actually a Press
Statement meant for the press so that information about the 2014 Cheke Cultural
Ceremony is circulated to as many people as possible so that those who feel
responsible for the preservation of their Mbunda language and its culture can come
on board to help. Mr. Du Mbandu felt that he could contribute by circulating the same
to those found on the Cheke Cha Mbunda email communication network. Therefore
Mr. Du Mbandu was actually in order to forward the same to interested stakeholders.
What matters however is whether one wishes to see Mbunda preserved
or swallowed up by other interested tribal groups for their own benefit and this is
the principal contention in the Cheke Cha Mbunda.
Thank you,
Liale Lya Mubanga.
Vice National Secretary.
On Monday, July 21, 2014 1:05 PM, Mbunda Lukwakwa <lukwakwa.mbunda@yahoo.com> wrote:

The Chairperson of Cheke cha Mbunda.
We know you are in interim but for now you are in charge of all Cheke cha Mbunda
affairs. Correct me if am wrong, Sir.
We wondered how this e-mail came from Mr. Du Mbandu and your secretary
expressed surprise and shock that there is such a communication. We would love to
hear from you as national Chairperson if this your style of leadership.
Prince Elijah Chiyengele
On Monday, July 21, 2014 12:16 PM, Godfrey Biemba <godfreybiemba@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:

Thanks Mwata. This is a well written statement.
Dr. Godfrey Biemba
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 20, 2014, at 11:49 AM, Do shefu Mbandu <doshefumbandu@yahoo.com>
wrote:
Statement on the preparations of the 2014 Cheke Cultural Ceremony of the Mbunda
people of Zambia.

Du Shefu Mbandu.
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